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On October 24, 1938 Congress enacted a change that would eventually 

shape the entire way business operates in the United States. At twenty-five cents 

per hour, and only covering those employees engaged in interstate commerce 

first minimum wage laws came into effect. Since its inception minimum wage has 

come a long way rising almost annually except for a 9-year gap from 1981-1990 

(Department). Now at $7.25 per hour covering all hourly workers, minimum 

wage’s effect on industry is coming into question.  

 Until 1961 the federal minimum wage was restricted to its original 

demographic. An amendment was then made to expand to those who work in 

large retail and services enterprises, local transit, construction and other service 

industry (Department). It was at this point that minimum wage laws began 

affecting entire United States Workforce. As in the case with retail, not only did 

employee cost increase, but also the supply chain as a whole.  

To understand how minimum wage effects retail one must understand 

how retail works. The retail industry as we know it today originated in 1850 when 

several American retailing institutions opened for business. Before this period, 

most Americans lived on farms and were considered to be self-sufficient. The 

only retailers known to occupy the country were itinerant peddlers and general 

stores. However, from the year 1850 department stores took a force of their own 

and became important in the distribution of goods. It was clear that department 

stores would soon dominate cities as the retail experience trumped all other 

buying experiences. Retailers soon expanded to rural citizens using catalogs to 

sell goods across the country (Byrd). This had a double effect enabled rural 
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citizens to receive the products they wanted without having to travel long 

distances and enable retailers to expand beyond their locale. As catalog orders 

increased and retailers quickly expanded, chain stores came into existence. 

To sell their product retailers must first buy or produce it. In the case of 

Clothing Retailers, many are unaware of the tedious process that is involved 

when cotton trade takes place. This year long, 24/7 process includes the 

participation of hundreds of merchants and cooperatives that buy the fabrication 

of millions of farmers. After classifying the cotton into many of its categories 

farmers must find possible markets and then ship the cotton to thousands of 

textile mills that weave the fabric. From here the fabric is sent to factories that cut 

and sew the fabric to send it to the retail stores. Buyers work with factory owners 

to understand every detail of production, from materials, quantity, and price to 

packaging and delivery (Gap).   

The factory makes product samples using mannequins and models to 

display product so the retailers can confirm the fit. Once approved, the factory 

begins production. Before the merchandise is shipped to the distribution centers 

the samples, plans, fixtures, and in store displays are packed and readied. As 

soon as the products get to the distribution centers all boxes get checked in. 

Once inventory takes place the merchandise is delivered to the appropriate 

stores. At the end of this process it is up to the employees in the retail store to 

sell the merchandise to the customers. They must have the capability of making 

the customer interested in the merchandise and answering any questions they 

might have (Gap).  
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In a case where a product is not sold because of manufactured errors or 

canceled orders the off price consumers benefit. The retail goods are sold 

directly from the supplier at an opportunistic discount. Products that are not sold 

at the end of the season are also passed down to the off price retailers that can 

sell it at a discount price for the next appropriate season. The off-price retail 

sector as a whole is growing faster than most other retail segments, with a 

compounded annual growth rate greater than 10% over the past five years, well 

above the 4% average annual growth rate for apparel retail. 

Throughout this entire process workers are paid based on the Federal 

Minimum wage. From the farmhands assisting in loading, to the sewers in the 

mills, to the dockworkers unloading the freight and finally the retail employees 

selling product, much of the process depends on the Federal Minimum wage. 

Any change in this affects the process as a whole and the bottom line for retailers 

(Wal-Mart). 

Federal minimum wage, while a threat to industry, was created with good 

intent protecting exempt workers from profit-focused management of 

corporations. Minimum wage is often the base from which most salaries are 

based. As seen in the following pie chart, from Political Calculations, the majority 

of people earning minimum wage in the U.S are either in the 16-19, or in the 20-

24-age bracket. These teenage workers are typically the workers found doing the 

labor-intensive tasks, which drive the labor market.  
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 While the Federal minimum wage is effective in protecting non-skilled 

labor, some state feel that the Federal minimum is not high enough. The 

following chart from the New York Times shows the minimum wage rates by 

state in comparison to the Federal minimum wage. As illustrated, states such as 

California, Nevada, Massachusetts, and Rhode Island have a minimum wage 

that is greater than the federal minimum wage. Some states that have a lower 

minimum wage rate include Minnesota, Kansas, and Wyoming. There are a few 

states that have no minimum wage laws at all - Louisiana, Alabama, and South 

Carolina - allowing Federal law to dictate such. The majority of U.S. states have 

labor laws that match the Federal law.  
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The president of the United States, Barack Obama, is currently working on 

ways to index minimum wage in the future. He hopes to raise the federal 

minimum wage to $9.50 by 2011 and hopes to start indexing the minimum wage 

by 2012. By raising minimum wage annually or indexing the minimum wage 

starting in 2012, President Obama hopes to put a system in place that can 

continually rise with inflation.  

While theoretically good for working individuals, indexing minimum wages 

could mean that employers will look to hire more specialized employees or hire 

fewer employees to maintain healthy margins. This could lead to increased 

unemployment at entry-level jobs. An example of unemployment from indexing 
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would be Washington. Washington’s teen unemployment in 1999 was 19.7% and 

as indexing was applied its teen unemployment increased to 29.7% in 2008.  

The following graph illustrates the growth in teen unemployment rates in 

Washington. It draws a comparison to the teen unemployment rates in the rest of 

the United States. 

 

 This chart shows that as prices rise companies hire fewer employees to 

work. For retailers this means fewer employees on the floor selling maintaining 

inventory and helping customers find product. Although the retailers will save 

money by hiring fewer employees they will have face challenges with the upkeep 

of the store and assistance to customers shopping in the store.  

Stores that emphasize customer service will not be able to make such 

sweeping employee cutbacks. Market Basket, a grocery store food chain based 

out of Massachusetts is an example of a store focusing on customer satisfaction, 

which faces issue on raising minimum wages. Market Basket hires many young 
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teens to keep the floor full of employees to help the customers as much as 

possible. They also try to keep the store as clean and presentable as possible. 

Many of the employees at Market Basket work in the aisles to keep the shelves 

stocked with food and to answer any questions customers may have. For Market 

Basket and other service focuses retailers – minimum wage will force these 

stores to make cut backs in other areas. 

 When retailers look to cut costs their logistical decisions are often first to 

be examined. While the shipping industry has very few jobs that pay minimum 

wage, its margins depend heavily on the spending activity of the economy as a 

whole. 

 Shift is the term used within the shipping industry to describe a shipper’s 

decision to transition from one mode of transport to another.  The two primary 

forms of transport within the US are Air and Ground.  Air is time definite aircraft 

movement while Ground is day definite truck or train transport. Air transport 

generally carries larger margins then ground, as it requires more skill to execute.  

 In our want-it-now economy of customization and just in time 

manufacturing, air transport has long been the choice of retailers to ensure fast 

and on-time delivery, however, with decreasing margins retailers have begun 

looking at Shift as a cost cutting miens.  

 From a logistical point of view – planning inventory movements a week 

ahead is a headache for retailers, however the savings of ground verses air often 

motivates retailers to change their ways. Often hiring an employee strictly for 

management of slower shipment is cheaper then relying on express movement. 
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 While this means an overall growth in the volume of packages, it means a 

decrease in revenue as mentioned in FedEx’s first quarter 2009 report. While 

Ground maintains a year over year “Operating margin of 11.9%” Express suffers 

at margins decreased to “2.8%” (Home). 

 Unfortunately for retailers attempting to curb costs, shift is often not 

enough to offset cost. After examining labor cuts and logistical cuts, product cost 

are next to be examined. 

 The wholesale sector of the economy is the sector that deals with the 

distribution of goods to retailers. Because these industries are so closely related, 

there are obvious effects of a change in one on the other (Fein). 

 The wholesale industry adjusts to the changes in minimum wage by 

improving upon their technology. In improving technology, they reduce the need 

for low skill workers by using technology as a substitute. This is illustrated in the 

fact that the wholesale industry continues to employ fewer people than most 

industries, yet are somehow more productive. According to the National 

Association of Wholesale distributors, the wholesale industry employs 1 out of 20 

private sector U.S. workers. The wholesale industry however, contributes to 

approximately 25% of the economy’s overall production. Their production has an 

immense effect on the production of the retail market because the retail market is 

the consumer of merchandise from wholesalers. Generally, when the wholesale 

market is productive, the retail sector is as well.   

 With the increases in the minimum wage laws, wholesalers are forced to 

cut costs in other ways. One way that they do this is through secondary 
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wholesale trading. Secondary wholesale trading is when wholesalers sell their 

excess inventory to other wholesalers at deep discounts to avoid the loss of 

holding onto the merchandise.  

 Another way that they cut costs is by selling directly to the customer, 

skipping the retail process altogether. This factor obviously hurts the retail market 

because they lose out on potential business. Selling directly to the customer for 

wholesalers is more common in the online market than the physical market. In 

the online market, wholesalers give the retailers more opportunities to save 

money by a process called drop shipping. Drop shipping occurs when the online 

wholesaler holds onto merchandise until the retailer sells the product to a 

customer. The wholesaler then proceeds to ship the product directly to the 

customer, saving the retailer of the shipping costs, and allows the retailer the 

convenience of not having to keep any merchandise in stock. With rises in 

minimum wage laws, wholesalers are constantly cutting back costs. Whether it is 

by working directly with the customer or selling their excessive inventory to other 

wholesalers, wholesalers understand the importance of saving money. 

 While a raise minimum wage is good for the low-level employee, for 

business it’s often burdensome, as it not only affects the low-skill workers but 

also the entire supply chain. This heavily effects the logistical decisions to be 

made by the higher-ups in every field of industry, sending a rippling effect of cost 

cutting and price raising. This cost cutting is often done by cutting employees, so 

despite the increased amount of expendable funds per employed individual, 

there are less people being employed overall, whether by directly being fired or 
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wholesale companies cutting out the retail market and selling direct. The costs 

are also cut by using cheaper shipping methods, decreasing the revenue for 

shipping companies and putting them in a position where they too need to cut 

employees. In a looming recession and rising wages retail is fighting to stay on 

top, as described the minimum wage is pulling an industry which is already 

hurting. 
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